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Long Standing Seepage Problem Resolved! 

Background: 

Goulburn Murray Water (GMW) operate and maintain 16 water storages, dams and weirs across 
northern Victoria that have the capability to hold over 9,000,000 ML of water, equating to 70% of the 
total water storage capacity in Victoria.  

One of the weirs GMW manages on behalf of Murray Darling Basin Authority, is Torrumbarry Weir, 
located on the River Murray, about 40km west of Echuca.  The original weir was constructed in 1923 
and included a lock structure, which allowed passage of river traffic past the weir in both upstream 
and downstream directions. 

In 1992, the original weir suffered a foundation piping failure, resulting in failure of both upstream 
and downstream apron slabs and partial collapse of the weir structure. A replacement weir was 
constructed between 1994 and 1996. 

Construction of the new weir included the addition of a new earthen closure embankment (1996 
Closure Bank). The original concrete navigation lock was retained. 

A “Wet Zone” appeared downstream of the 1996 Closure Bank soon after construction. Over the 
years’ various investigations showed some relationship between water levels in the adjacent lock 
structure and the appearance of the “Wet Zone”.  

When the lock water level was below approx. 90% full, the “Wet Zone” dried out, and reappeared 
quite quickly when the lock was filled above this level. 

Seepage collection drains located adjacent to the Lock wall demonstrated similar behavior to the “Wet 
Zone” whereas toe drains below the 1996 Closure Bank generally remained dry. 

A major lock overhaul project undertaken over the period November 2017 to September 2018, 
included the complete draining of the lock for the first time since the new weir was constructed, 
allowed for detailed investigation of the possible causes of the Wet Zone. 

Investigation Activities: 

To better understand underlying reasons for appearance of the Wet Zone, in August 2018 a trench 
was excavated downstream of the 1996 Closure Bank.  Excavation started downstream of the center 
of the Wet Zone and continued upstream to the 1996 Closure Bank toe. (Figure 1 and Photo 1). The 
trenching exposed the location of a conduit carrying cables from piezometers located below the old 
weir downstream concrete apron. As constructed detail of this instrumentation was limited.  

 



 

 

Figure 1- Location of investigation trench 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 1- Location of examination trench 
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About 1.3m below the Wet Zone, through compacted silty clay fill, instrument conduits and a T-
junction, to an adjacent piezometer, were exposed. This detail was not as expected, with conduit 
laying directly on the original weir concrete apron and having parted company with the T-junction, 
instrument cables exposed and under tension and there was little evidence of expected sand fill 
covering the conduit (Photo 2)  

 

Photo 2- Piezometer conduit 

Lock recommissioning was undertaken in September 2018.  Monitoring during the lock commissioning 
showed seepage flow from within the instrumentation conduit. There was no evidence of any other 
seepage arising in the investigation trench or anywhere else in the vicinity of the “Wet Zone”. 

 

Photo 3- The seepage flows from the instrumentation conduit 



 
Photos were sourced of a 2001 drainage installation on the right side of the lock wall. Photo 4 shows 

yet another open jointed instrumentation conduit immediately adjacent to the lock wall.  It became 

evident that lock wall seepage, which occurs when the lock is above 90% full, passes along this drain, 

enters the top of the open conduit joint and re-appears from the open conduit joint below the “Wet 

Zone”. This seepage mechanism was proven by pouring fluorescent dye down the end of the exposed 

conduit.  

 

 

 

 

Photo 4- The open instrumentation conduit 
adjacent to the lock wall in the bed of a seepage 
collection drain. 

After some minutes, the dye appeared in the Wet Zone area from the end of the conduit in the trench. 

The investigation then moved to identifying the source of the leakage from lock wall. 

Over the years, the lock wall experienced extensive cracking along construction joints, vertical joints 

and elsewhere. 

During the lock overhaul, repairs were attempted to many of these cracks. 

Investigations revealed the source of the problem seepage at the back of the lock wall to be a vertical 

crack showing in the photo 5: 



 
 

Photo 5- The vertical crack that causes the seepage from the lock wall into instrumentation conduit 
 

 



 

 

The connectivity of the crack through the wall was also proven by dye testing. Inspection revealed that 

this particular crack had been repaired during the last lock overhaul in 1996, but not repeated in the 

recent overhaul. 

Reinstatement and sealing of the instrumentation conduit joints adjacent to the lock wall and at the 

base of the “Wet Area” is now in progress.  

Conclusion: 

The source of seepage in the Wet Zone, downstream of 1969 Closure Bank was identified to be water 

flow from the lock seeping through a defect in the lock wall.  The water flow found its way to the 

instrumentation conduit and continued to run through the pipe, appearing in the vibrating wire 

conduit and then continuing to seep upwards through the soil covering the downstream apron, thus 

creating the wet area. 

Poor conduit installation for embankment instrumentation contributed significantly to development 

of this wet zone.  

Lessons Learned 

- Careful attention during installation of instrumentation cables and conduit in particular 

placement of backfill over these conduits is required. 

- Florescent dye has proven to be a useful tool in the investigation / detection of an unusual 

seepage path. 

- When infrequent access for inspection and maintenance is available, the opportunity should 

be taken to maximize the extent and quality of repair work. 



 
- Well planned and diligent investigation of the seepage behavior has led to a successful 

resolution of the long standing problem. 

- Success of this investigation relied on practical input of an enthusiastic site operation team.  
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